A family on the go will appreciate the single-story floor plan of the Desert Bungalow. The four bedrooms and four and a half baths are centered on a great room designed for entertaining, while the generous covered patio accentuates The Summit Club’s indoor-outdoor lifestyle. This is the place to host a festive barbeque or lounge by the pool and spa.
FLOOR PLAN

Total SQ Footage: 3,520 SF

Main Level: 3,520 SF

Bedrooms: 4

Bathrooms: 4.5
Utility, traffic sign, community trail, pedestrian access and private drainage estimated (to be privately maintained).
Bright, light, and airy, the interior spaces take their design cues from the home’s contemporary architecture, which is beautifully complemented by natural materials like wood and stone and a subtle color palette. Among the bungalow’s luxurious appointments are flat-panel millwork and floating vanities, while Wolf and Sub-Zero appliances add elegance and ease to the kitchen. The exterior grill and refrigerator doors underscore Summit’s indoor-outdoor lifestyle.

* Upgraded finishes

**Finishes are subject to availability at time of construction and further customizations are available.

**THE SUMMIT CLUB**

These materials and the features and amenities described and depicted herein are based upon current development plans, which are subject to change without notice. Obtain the property report required by applicable government authorities before signing anything. No governmental agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. This material shall not constitute an offer to sell in any state where prior registration is required.